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SUMMARY

J

Nuclear magnetic resonance measurements of the proton spin-

lattice and rotating-frame relaxation times were made on Ti2PdH x over

the temperature range 100K to 580K. Analyses of the NMR data for

Ti2PdH x gave hydrogen diffusion parameters that corresponded with the

results previously obtained from Ti2CuH x and Zr2PdH x when the hydrogen

atoms occupied a single type of tetrahedral interstitlal site.

However, the diffusion activation energy decreases in the sequence

Ti2PdHI. 9, Ti2CuHI.9, and Zr2PdI11. 9.

INTRODUCTION

Several members of the A2B intermetallic compound family with the

tetragonal MoSi2-type crystal structure can absorb hydrogen to produce

ternary metal hydride phases [1,2] Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

studies have been previously used to characterize the hydrogen

diffusion behavior for T_2CuH x [3] and Zr2PdH x [4,5]. Both host

structure and hydrogen site occupancy were shown to influence the

diffusion parameters. This paper reports NMR measurements of proton

relaxation times for Ti2PdH x that reveal several similarities to the

results for Ti2CuH x and Zr2PdH x as well as some interesting

differences.
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SAMPLE DESCRIPTIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Ti2PdH x was prepared by reacting stoichiometric, arc-melted

crystalline alloys with hydrogen gas at initial nominal pressures

around one atmosphere. Heating up to 300-400°C was used to facilitate

the reactions and the amount of hydrogen absorbed was calculated from

differences between initial and final hydrogen pressure. The charged

samples were handled in an argon dry box. Powders of Ti2PdH x for the

NMR samples were loaded into 7mm o.d. glass tubes that were

subsequently evacuated and flame sealed. After completion of the NMR

experiments, phase compositions and structures were determined by

powder x-ray diffraction which revealed the dominant hydride phase had

the expected [i] orthorhombic distortion to the MoSi 2 structure.

However, the samples also had small amounts of a face-centered cubic

(FCC) impurity phase believed to be Ti4Pd2Oy [6]. The measured

lattice parameters for the orthorhombic Ti2PdH x and FCC phases are

given in Table I. The reported stoichiometries were obtained by

quantitative thermal desorption volumetric analyses on the remaining

Ti2PdH x powder in the NMR samples.
J

A Bruker transient NMR spectrometer operating at a proton

resonance frequency of 34.5 MHz was used to measure the spin-lattice

(T I) and rotating-frame (TI_)• relaxation times with standard pulse

methods [3,4]. A spin-locking magnetic field of 7.3 G was applied

during the Tlp measurements. The temperature range for the NMR

experiments was from 100K to 580K. The magnetization recoveries .

during the T 1 measurements were exponential as expected for protons in



a single phase host. However, tile Tlp recoveries were usually

nonexponential, which had been also observed for Ti2CuH x [3] and some

Zr2PdH x samples. Consequently, the Tlp values reported for Ti2PdH x

are defined as the time for the decay to reach I/e of its initial

amplitude°.

RESULTS

The proton T1 relaxation times for transition metal hydrides can

have three possible contributions [7]

- -i + T -i -i (i)T1 1 = T1 e ld + TlpL

where Tle arises from interactions with conduction electrons and

TIeT = CK, the so-called Korringa constant that is related to the

density of Fermi level electrons [7], Tld is the dipolar modulation

that is associated with various diffusion processes [7] in the solid,

and Tlp is spin relaxation caused by paramagnetic impurities The T !

data presented in Figure 1 for two Ti2PdH x revealed the temperature

dependences expected when only the conduction electron mechanism

contributes to T1 relaxation below room temperature. Consequently,

paramagnetic relaxation is apparently negligible for these materials.

The Korringa ,constants of 53.9 sK and 46.6 sK for Ti2PdHI.47 and

Ti2PdHI.96, respectively, are consistent with the values previously

dr;te_zmined [3] for other Ti-based hydrides which imply similar

electronic structures at the Fermi level [3,7].



The influence of hydrogen diffusion on the proton T 1 and TI_

relaxation times for two Ti2PdH x samples is shown in Figure 2. The

Tld values were obtained by subtracting the appropriate Tle terms from

Figure I. Although a Tld minimum occurs near 550K for Ti2PdHI.47 the

Tld minimum for Ti2PdHI.96 was not reached by 580K, the maximum

temperature obtainable with the present equipment. These results

imply a faster hydrogen diffusion rate for Ti2PdHI.47 which is

consistent with the smaller activation energy (Ea) of 0.40 eV from the

Tld data for this sample when compared to the 0.54 eV value obtained

from Ti2PdHI.96. Furthermore, the minimum TI0 values are at 374K and

431K for Ti2PdHI._7 and Ti2PdHI.96, respectively, which also indicates

greater hydrogen mobility in the Ti2PdHI.47 sample.

The well-known [7] BPP-model has been used to determine the

diffusion hopping rates (Tc-1) from the Tld and Tlp data when a

minimum relaxation time was available. These parameters are

summarized in Figure 3 where the straight lines are fits to the

Arrhenius expression

Tc(T)-1 = TO-1 exp(-Ea/k B T) (2)

with the attempt frequency To -I and Boltzmann's constant kB. The Ba

and To -I values derived from the Tlp data are summarized in Table II.
8

Although an unique Ea represents the Tld and Tlp results for

Ti2PdHI.96 , the situation is more complicated for the Ti2PdHI.47

sample where the two relaxation times yield different activation .

energies and the rc-i values from Tlp deviate significantly at lower

temperatures from the Arrhenius line.
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DISCUSSION

The present proton NMR studies indicate that hydrogen diffusion

in Ti2PdH x is qualitatively similar to that previously observed for

Ti2CuH x [3] and Zr2PdH x [4,5] as well as for the face-centered-cubic

binary hydrides TiH x [8] and ZrH x [9] . These results are not

surprising since hydrogen occupies the same type of tetrahedral

interstitial sites (i.e. , Ti 4 or Zr 4) in the ternary hydrides [I0]

with x < 2 that are occupied in TiH x or ZrH x. However, the comparison

of Ea from the BPP-model analyses of the Tlp relaxation times reveals

in Table II that the activation energies are larger for the two

Ti2PdH x samples. The reduction in symmetry from tetragonal to

orthorhombic for the Ti2PdH × samples could lead to higher diffusion

barriers. However, an alternative perspective arises from the fact

that Ti2PdH 2 is the maximum composition whereas Ti2CuH 3 [3] and

Zr2PdH4. 8 [I0] can be produced. These greater stoichiometries for the

latter hydrides require that additional interstitial sites to Ti 4 or
s

Zr 4 must also be occupied. Consequently, the availability of these

sites as intermediate positions in the diffusion process [3,7] could

produce smaller barriers (i.e., lower Ea) than are present in the

binary hydrides. On the other hand, if such sites are energetically

unfavorable in Ti2PdH x (as implied ,oy a maximum hydrogen content of

x=2), they do not facilitate the diffusion jumps and an activation

energy equal or larger than found in Tillx (i.e., Ea = 0.50 eV

according to Korn and Goren [8])would result. This appears to be the

situation found from the present proton NMR studies. ,
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Table I. Lattice parameters from room temperature x-ray diffraction

a b c

Mate rial Phase (nra) (nra) (nm)

Ti2PdI11.47 Orthorhombic IIydride 0.3031(2) 0.3111(3) 1.111(6)

FCC Impurity 1.207(2) ......

Ti2PdlIi.96 Orthorhombic Ilydride 0.3152(2) 0.2992(2) 1.137(1)

FCC Impurity 1.245(9) ......

Table II. Comparison of hydrogen diffusion parameters derived

from BPP-model analyses of proton Tlp relaxation times

Material _Ea_e_!__ Zo_l(s -I) Data Source

Ti2PdIll.47 0.46±0.03 7.9x10 II Present Work

Ti2PdI11.96 0.55±0.03 6.7xi0 II Present Work

Ti2CUIll. 9 0.40±0.03 2.5xi0 I0 Bowman, et al. (1982)

Zr2PdHI.84 0.41±0.02 4.3xi0 I0 Bowman, et al. (1983)

FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Proton spin-lattice relaxation times (T I) obtained below

300K.

Fig. 2. Proton relaxation times for Ti2PdHI.47 (a) and 'Ti2PdHI.96

(b).

Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of diffusion cc,rrelation times (T c )

and activation energies (E a) from BPP-model analyses of

proton T 1 and Tlp data for the Ti2PdH x samples.
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